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Birthday Garden

Please describe your idea in one sentence.

Berliner Sparkasse will organize and take care o different green places in parks or other specially
made spots in the city. It is going to be a place where anyone can celebrate their birthday in an
open and green place and be closer to nature and Berlin.

Everyone who comes to the birthday party will be given flower seeds to plant, and by doing that
the garden will grow and grow, making Berlin more beautyfull by day (birthday)
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Birthday Garden

Who will benefit from your idea, hence whom is your idea directed towards?

Everyone in Berlin
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Birthday Garden

Why is your idea “good for Berlin”?

It will offer people in berlin a great place to celebrate their birthday and their loved one's
birthday, have a close to nature experience and also will make Berlin a more beautifull place to
live in.
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Birthday Garden

How many people do you think will benefit from your idea?

Everyone in Berlin
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Birthday Garden

In what way does the Berliner Sparkasse gain visibility through your idea?

The name and logo will be placed unobtrusively on the gazebo and other objects in the garden.
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Birthday Garden

Which kind of people and how many of them will take notice of your campaign?

everyone who sees or hears about the garden
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8/9 Birthday Garden
Birthday Garden

How much do you estimate the annual budget for the implementation of your idea to
be?

Berliner Sparkasse will organize the garden: will build the birthday ornamented gazebos, will
provide the flower seeds that anyone can plant, and will take care of the garden all year round
with the help from people in Berlin
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Creative's profile

voinealex
Architect

Creative's top 5 skills

Illustration, Product Design, Packaging Design, Communication Concept,
Service Design

Collaborators

Tiberiu Tizu
Constanta, Romania
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